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HALO Structures Solar Charging System
HALO Structures are quick deploying pre-manufactured
telescoping and modular buildings that are energy e cient, ﬁre

INTERIOR OF HALO STRUCTURE SHOWN

resistant, hard walled and expand or retract as needed. Our
patented design includes modular walls that can utilize virtually any
exterior panel type up to 1” thick. We currently offer a variety of

The need for rapidly

materials to be used as an exo-skin including but not limited to 4mm

deployed, portable,

poly-carbonate, insulated metal, anti-ballistic glass and solar panels

modular and severe

just to name a few. HALO Structures are designed to withstand
several feet of snow as well as 130 MPH wind, 3” hail, CAT-3
hurricanes and can be secured with our tie down system according
to your environmental requirements.

weather resistant
buildings has never
been more prevalent.

HALO Structures provide the only temperature
controlled capable, rigid and quickly deployed

These Advanced “Smart

structure in the world. Positive pressure,

Buildings” are available with

insulated, medical and data facilities can be built

proximity sensors for safety

in under 4 hours without special tools or

while extending or moving

equipment. Pre-built HALO Structures can be
delivered, deployed and anchored in under an

USE CASES:

hour.
HALO Structures enable multiple
use cases, such as: medical
rooms, mobile command centers,
vehicle covering, sensitive
equipment storage, barracks,
instant data centers and
expeditionary purposes.
HALO Structures can easily be deployed from transport vehicles or air
lifted for immediate response. Contact MCP GOV to custom order to
your exact speciﬁcations and needs.
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- Asset Protection
- Shelter/Housing for
Personnel
- Humanitarian Relief
- Climate Controlled Storage
- Instant Data Center (DDC)
- Sensitive Electronics
- Instant Command Center
- MASH Units
- Camouﬂaged Storage
- Aircraft Protection
- Holding Location
- Anti Ballistic Structure

World Class Modular Engineering

HALO Structures innovative design provide an
instant solution for immediate sustainable relief
Our HALO Structure electrical charging design
enables energy collected from solar modules on
the roof portion of the structure to either
charge a battery or be sent to the utility grid. It
also provides a means to charge an electric
vehicle as well as electrical receptacles for the
use of small appliances. We have speciﬁed
premium, high-e ciency solar cells which in
the summer months will capture enough energy
per day to power a Tesla Model S vehicle for
roughly 42 miles of real-world driving, and in the
winter months, 20 miles. When used as an off
grid-tied unit, this system will offset electrical
utility/resources.
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